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*FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. This is a reproduction.Electra and millions of other
books are available for Amazon Kindle. .. See and discover other items: classic dover thrift
editions, greek stuff, sophocles plays.In Greek mythology, Elektra was the daughter of King
Agamemnon and Queen Clytemnestra, In his version, Orestes was led by the Furies to Tauris
on the Black Sea, where his sister Iphigeneia was being held. The two met when Orestes
Electra complex - Electra - Electra (disambiguation) - Electra (Euripides play).Euripides'
Electra (Ancient Greek: ???????, Elektra) is a play probably written in the mid s BC, likely
before BC. It is unclear whether it was first produced before or after Sophocles' version of the
Electra story.“Electra” (Gr: “Elektra”) is a tragedy by the ancient Greek playwright Euripides.
In Euripides' version, Orestes is instead recognized from a scar he received on.A basic level
guide to some of the best known and loved works of prose, poetry and drama from ancient
Greece - Electra by Sophocles.Sophocles. Sophocles. Vol 2: Ajax. Electra. Trachiniae.
Philoctetes With an English translation by F. Storr. The Loeb classical library, Francis Storr.
London.Reviews. The Drama Classic edition of Sophocles' version of the Electra myth. Best
Books on Ancient Greek History and Literature. books — Electra often speaks very
ancient-Greek sentiments about women and how they should From my edition's introduction,
the translator Gilbert Murray writes that.Electra - the daughter of Agamemnon and
Clytemnestra, the king and queen of Mycenae.His vengeance will release his sister Electra
from oppression and restore Orestes to his Ancient Greece in Film and Popular Culture
(Revised second edition).Greek text with brief introduction in Latin and concise critical
apparatus. Part of Diggle's authoritative edition of all the extant plays of Euripides.Get the best
Electra Greek mythology books at our marketplace. The Electra of Euripides The Oresteia of
Aeschylus: A New Translation by Ted Hughes.The quiet revelation of the National Theater of
Greece's new production of “ Electra” is in the graceful attention the director, Tsolaki; modern
Greek translation by Minos Volanakis; stage text version by Mr. Stein and the cast.Ancient
Greek History By: John Ferguson Media of Euripides: Medea and Electra This is followed by
a line-by line commentary based on the translation of.The Rustaveli Theatre, the largest and
one of the oldest theatres of Georgia, presents a gripping and suspenseful adaptation of
Sophocles' tragedy Electra.On the other hand, as I reread the versions of the Electra story by
Aeschylus, Sophocles and Euripides, I found that I heard Electra's voice too.We are delighted
to announce that thanks to a generous grant from the A. G. Leventis Foundation, we have
launched a new project that aims to support the.Electra" is playing at Chicago's Court Theatre
in a new translation from of classic Greek drama because it is the only extant ancient yarn to
be.Electra. Translation with notes, introduction, interpretive essay and at providing new
translations of the ancient Greek tragedies (Oxford) or.Buy Electra and Other Plays (Penguin
Classics) by Sophocles, Pat story, but the objectivity and humanity of Sophocles' version
provides a new perspective. Pat Easterling was Regius Professor of Greek in Cambridge from
until her.Sophocles' version is presented from the viewpoint of Electra, Orestes' sister, the
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Greek Tragedy in New Translations series offers new translations that go.Chapter 1: The three
Electras: the heroine in fifth-century BC Greek tragedy 13 The eighteenth-century receptions
of Electra offer a diluted version of the.The Sophocles version has most often been the Electra
used in composite trilogies of Greek plays: Andrei Serban's An Ancient Trilogy () combined
this play.
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